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early breeze
wafting in the scent
of ashes-of-roses
from the crematorium
She told the jury the Golden Delicious were perfect and the kids old blue car seats didn’t fit in the new pickup.
old maid nods off
overripe apples
fall to their fate
sapphire sky, diamond sweat
hay bales shaped like presents
red balloon lines from twine
my ring finger is bare
Moments of Inspiration

arrive like boys of twelve
racing on ten-speeds

into the vast, monotonous sunlight
bordered by green

Howie Good
Pacific Angels

Here surf boards like prayer rugs
Angels of the water
Kneeling on the hypnotic vastness
Golden halos on converted heads
Before tonight, fireflies were fables
From some far off era.
But here they all are—
Stars to our campfire’s moon.
That rattling in the attic at the moment I proposed was on account of fussing angels: guardians, mine and yours.
How other brides looked when the second dress fit, fat clamps of fabric braced on their backs like stunned pigeons.
An entire wall of mirrors facing front and just a small one in my hand for looking behind.
Cheeky Monday morning:
Spoon found in fork slot,
Puffed Kamut leaps from my mouth,
Coffee maker goes on holiday.
Intellect and Talent Abound
His hot brain burns
The sense out of him
Arm pit farts
for fragile
philosophy majors.
wrinkles
on a statue
time’s
fingerprints
Across Nebraska fields at night, they lie in bed staring opposite directions. Frozen corn, freezer empty. Twins on the way.
two crushed beer cans
left on my doorstep like
when cats offer chewed sparrows
to unskilled hunters
at last, steaming *udon* arrived—
her shirt
in my hamper
Kilimanjaro yellows above the pot. He sweats to make Tanzania come alive for tourists who never will.
Flashes of lightning: insight stitched to narrative with tongues’ tensile strength becomes fable, legend, history and, under time’s drift: Truth
the fissure is our premise.
with diligence
thumbs drag the lip
and articulate its margins.
Hammering

Woodpecker hammers wall, the house being eaten from within. No admitting desire — Thought of her would never leave me be.
Those same parched fields
Seducing me with their colors
Suggesting warmth
Actually scratchy and dry
broken headstone
perhaps her life
was harder
leaves cartwheel across
an empty parking lot
“Everything Must Go!”
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